Introduction
Struttural equation modeling (SEM) is an important multivariate method in analyzing relationships among manifest and latent variables, and in establishing useful models for achicving correct decisions and conclusions. At present, most statistical theory and computer software in the field are based on models that involved only linear relationships among the manifest and the latent variables. However, in many areas, researchers often would like to consider models which contain nonlinear relationships such as quudratic and interaction terms among the variables.
Bayesian methods for nonlinear factor analysis and SEM have been respectively proposed bq Zhu and Lee ( 1998) and Arminger and Muthen (1998) , with the assumption that the available data are multivariate normal.
However, in practical applications, many variables in behavioural. educational and social sciences are polytomous.
The main ob_jective of this paper is to propose a Bayesian approach to analyze a general nonlinear SEM with mixed continuous and polytomous variables. The underlying model is an extension of the LISREL model with a nonlinear struttural equarion that specifies the nonlinear relationships among the latent variables.
Consider the following factor analytic measurement model for the p x 1 manifest random vector U,:
where I_L is the mean vector, A is the factor loading matrix, ti is a latent random vector and 1, is a rundom vector of error measurements with distribution N [O, YL] , where Y, is diagonal and E, is independent with 5,. To handle more complex situations, we partition 4, as (ii"" ,~~"T )' , such that:
(3 kil' = IIS;" + rH(\;" ) + 6, ,
where 51" and cjL' are latent subvectors of 5,; H(5j") = (h,(5j~'),...,h,(51"))~' is a vector-valued function with differentiable functions ; III and r are matrices of regression coefficients of 5:" on The Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984) Will be used in generating a sequence of random observations from the joint posterior distribution [a, 8, F, Y I X, Z] . At the fzith iteration of the Gibbs sampler with current values c?"', Wm), F"") and Yini' , simulate in turn
Using the conjugate prior for the struttural parameters in 0, and the non-informative prior for the thresholds in a, the conditional distributions required in implementing the Gibbs sampler are derived. Conditional distributions relating to 8 are standard and drawing observations from them is straightforward and fast. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is applicd to generate observations from the target densities that relating with the conditional distributions of F and (a, Y) * Then, the Bayesian estimates are obtained as the sample means of the generated observations.
Assessment for goodness-of-fit of the posited model is based on the posteriof predictive p-value (Gelman, Meng and Stern. 1996) . The proposed procedure is illustrated by a simulation study and a real example about a 'religious', 'job' and 'homelife' study.
